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Abstract 

Resilient infrastructure is nowadays attracting attention when designing new infrastructure projects. However, 

many countries around the world still have a large stock of existing transport infrastructure, such as railways and 

roads. In particular, masonry bridges are significantly widespread in Europe. These bridges, built a long time ago 

could suffer structural damage due to earthquakes, as their design in the past did not take this into account.  The 

issue becomes critical because the scientific world still lacks cutting-edge monitoring techniques and calculation 

tools to accurately assess the integrity of bridges.  These steps are fundamental before any maintenance activities 

are developed by infrastructure managers. In this study, the seismic behaviour of a seven spans masonry arch 

bridge is intensively investigated in order to provide new insights into the seismic vulnerability analysis of existing 

masonry bridges. In particular, parametric analyses are carried out to assess the effect of haunching, fill, and pier 

cross-section types on the seismic capacity of multi-span masonry bridges.  Interesting observations were made 

on the change in ductility, capacity, and stiffness of the structure when the studied parameters are modified. 
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1. Introduction 

 

They are a tremendous amount of existing bridges around the world. Among them, masonry arch bridges are 

considered a cultural heritage in Italy, Europe and the rest of the world [1], which need to be preserved. Their 

construction dates back mainly between the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth 

century [2], a period characterized by the important development of communication networks, road and railway 

systems in many countries of the world. However, the increase in traffic loads and the recent occurrence of seismic 

actions [3], combined with the effects of material degradation [4-5], have recently led to a more in-depth study of 

the structural behaviour of these bridges throughout the use of different modelling techniques [6–12]. For instance, 

many scientists in civil engineering are now looking for effective methods of analysis, and the assessment of the 

structural safety of these types of bridges. Also, they currently focus their studies on the static and dynamic 

behaviour of structures that have been built on the basis of simple notions of equilibrium [13]. Even though 

characterized with complex mechanical behaviour, significant progress has been observed thanks to numerous 

studies from computational mechanics [14] and experimental campaigns [15]. The analysis of the structural 

vulnerability of masonry bridges in a more sophisticated calculation can be done either by a detailed three-



dimensional finite element [16-21] or discrete element models [10, 21–24]. However, such analysis strategies 

require a high computational effort and are difficult to be used in  common engineering practice. For these reasons, 

over the years, some researchers have focused their research on the development of simple and reliable methods 

that could provide results quickly and easily be interpreted by bridge engineers. With this objective in mind, the 

methods based on the limit and/or rigid-block analysis were born [6, 14, 24–33], followed by the macro-block 

based models [34–36] and the analysis method where the limit analysis is coupled with nonlinear analysis [37]. 

Another interesting line of research is the study of the behaviour of masonry bridges subjected to certain external 

actions that may compromise their stability. In particular, the analysis of recent collapses has shown that masonry 

bridges are particularly vulnerable to the phenomena that cause the failure of their supports [17, 26, 29, 38-46] and 

to high intensity seismic actions [47-57], as evidenced by the collapse of the Claro Bridge [58] during the 2010 

Maule, Chile earthquake. In recent years, numerous studies have been developed to investigate the structural 

implications of foundation settlement on the bearing capacity of the bridge. Other studies have focused on the 

seismic behaviour of masonry bridges by defining calculation methods adapted to the type of structure examined, 

or on the classification of the structures in terms of seismic vulnerability. 

The seismic assessment of a masonry bridge can be carried out using different analysis methods according to the 

recommendations collected in the national standards and international guidelines. However, non-linear analysis 

methods are more accurate than the linear methods in describing the seismic behaviour of masonry structures. In 

particular, non-linear dynamic analysis is the most widely used analysis method for the seismic assessment of 

masonry bridges, although the computational effort is greater than other commonly used computational strategies. 

For this is the reason, non-linear static (pushover) analysis represents the best balance between accuracy and 

computer effort and is the analysis method generally used by structural engineers for the seismic evaluation of 

existing masonry structures. With the aim to provide practical results useful to engineers, this paper presents the 

results of the pushover analysis. 

In particular, in this paper, some aspects not yet explored by previous research with reference to the seismic 

behaviour of slender masonry bridges was analysed. In particular, the contribution of filling, haunching and 

spandrel walls in the overall seismic behaviour of the bridge was highlighted, with more emphasis on how these 

parameters (if considered as resisting elements) contribute to the definition of the bridge's strength, stiffness and 

dissipative capacity. Finally, the seismic behaviour of masonry bridges with hollow piers is analysed and the 

influence of the cross-section configuration of the piers in defining the seismic performance of the bridge will be 

discussed later. 

 

 

 

 

 



2. The case study: 7-spans slender masonry arch bridge 

 

The bridge typology investigated in this research is made of seven masonry arch spans. As shown in Figure 1, the 

bridge consists of almost semi-circular arches with a rise of 6.1 m and a span of 12.5 m. The vaults have a constant 

thickness of 1.0 m. The piers, also made of masonry, have a variable height of 18.1, 15.0 and 9.6 m (Figure 1); 

they are important in transferring the loads to the ground through shallow foundations of 6.5 m wide, 5.0 m deep 

and 3.0 m thick. The masonry abutments are 7.5 m high. At both ends of the bridge, there are haunching for a 

variable height hr of 4.5 m, 5.8 m and 7.1 m. To complete the structure, fill element made of loose materials, with 

a height of 0.8 m was used starting from the extrados in keystone to the arches and, above this, a layer of ballast 

equal to 0.8 m; both layers were confined by the spandrel wall, 0.8 m thick. The total transverse dimension of the 

bridge is 5.0 m. 



 

a) 

   

b) 

Figure 1 Geometrical parameters of the masonry bridge investigated. 

 

The bridge under investigation has slender piers and arches that make it vulnerable to seismic action. An Italian 

bridge with similar geometry tof the Claro River Bridge in Chile (Figure 2) was considered as the case study in 

this research. It is worth noting that the Claro River Bridge collapsed after an earthquake occurred off the coast of 

central Chile on Saturday, February 27th, 2010 with a magnitude of 8.8 on the moment magnitude scale [58]. 



 

Figure 2 Image of the Claro River Bridge before the collapse 

The bridge investigated was a good example to analyse the influence of the different construction elements in the 

seismic response of the masonry bridge. In particular, 3D numerical models were used to assess its seismic 

vulnerability. 

In the numerical models (Figure 3), which will be described in the next paragraph, all the structural elements of 

the bridge such as Pier, abutment, arches, and foundations shown in Figure 3 will be represented. Furthermore, 

even the non-structural elements, namely haunching, infill and spandrel walls, will be discretized using finite 

elements in the numerical models and not only as a dead load applied to the structure. In fact, these three elements 

have a fundamental role in defining the load-bearing capacity of masonry bridges even though they do not play a 

primary structural function. As will be illustrated below, considering them exclusively as a weight applied to the 

load-bearing element of the structure can lead to erroneous evaluation of the horizontal capacity and stiffness of 

the bridge. 

In order to evaluate the influence in the seismic response of geometrical parameters of the haunching element as 

well as the effect of the different pier cross-sections, modal analysis and pushover analysis have been conducted 

considering the parameters shown in Table 1 and represented in Figure 3. 

 

Geometry of the pier 

D* /D [-] 
1 0.306 0.236 0.118 

Haunching height 

hr [m] 
4.5 5.3 6.10 

 

 

Table 1 Geometric parameters of haunching and pier cross-section considered in the different analyses 

 

Most of the time, the cross-section of the pier can be homogeneous and made of a single material. In some 

circumstances, masonry bridge piers are not homogeneous and consist of an outer layer made of masonry with 

good mechanical properties and an inner core of monolithic material with mechanical properties similar to those 

of the fill material. 



 

3. Numerical models and methods of analysis 

 

3D finite element models have been developed considering all the bridge elements (foundations, piers, arches, 

spandrel walls, abutments, haunching and fill as displayed in Figure 3) that contribute to its seismic resistance. 

These elements were discretized with solid elements (6-node pentahedron with linear shape functions and an 

average mesh size of 0.35 m) as presented in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3 3D FE model detailing 

 

 

The frictional contact interfaces were used to define the interaction between the infill and the arch spandrel wall 

using a Coulomb friction model with cohesion and dilatancy angle equal to zero. Interfaces compression normal 

stresses and tangential friction stresses, but zero tensile strength. 

The normal stiffness kn of the frictional contact interfaces was determined by means of a parametric analysis, 

where kn was varied between the values proposed in [59] and the used value 50 N/mm3 is the difined to optimize 

the numerical convergence. For increased values of kn respect the used value the is stability of the solution. The 

interface tangential stiffness ks was set equal to 0.5kn. The friction coefficient used si equal to 0.4 according to the 

scientific literature [61-62]. 

Spandrel wall 
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It is important to underline that the spandrel walls and the arch do not work perfectly in a coupled manner because 

the two elements have different stiffness and in addition, the spandrel walls are subjected to horizontal actions that 

over time tend to make the arch and spandrel walls work in a partially decoupled manner. In particular, the actions 

orthogonal to the plane of the spandrel walls deriving from the thrust of the infill material can be increased in 

intensity over time due for example, to the presence of water in these loose materials which may lead to the damage 

of the walls as shown in (Figure 4, (a) sliding; (b) crack opening; (c) bulging; (d) overturning. Indeed, the drainage 

system in masonry bridges may be malfunctioning and causes rainwater to leach through the mortar joints of the 

arches and also in many situations the periodic saturation of the fill material may damage the spandrel walls. 

In addition, the different stiffness between the spandrel walls and the arch considering the plane parallel to the 

spandrel walls, in many cases causes the decoupling between them through the typical cracks as illustrated in 

Figure 4b. For the reasons listed above, it is appropriate to introduce a frictional contact between the arch and 

spandrel walls, otherwise, considering a perfect collaboration between spandrel walls and arch, the real contact 

behaviour between the two elements would be overestimated. 

 

 

 

Figure 4 Axonometric section of the bridge and collapse mechanism of the spandrel wall: (a) sliding; (b) crack opening; (c) bulging; (d) 

overturning 



 

The non-linearity of the material was considered by means of a continuous approach through the constitutive 

model called "Total Strain Crack Model (TSCM)". In particular, the tensile behaviour was defined through a linear 

elastic stress-strain relationship with linear softening (see Figure 5). In order to take into account, the age and 

degradation typically present in masonry bridges, a low tensile strength (ft) value corresponding to 1/100 of the 

compressive strength (fc) was considered. In this paper, three types of masonry were considered (M1 solid brick 

wall and lime mortar , M2 hewn rubble masonry with good texture and M3 rough-hewn rubble masonry as 

presented in Table 2. In particular, the average values of the specific weight (γ), modulus of elasticity (E) and 

compressive strength (fc) obtained from the statistical elaboration of experimental tests reported in Barbieri 2018 

[4] were considered in the numerical analysis. The tensile and compressive peak strain (εty and εcy) are respectively 

equal to ft/E and fc/E, compressive ultimate strain (εcu) is equal to 0.0035 and the tensile fracture energy (Gft) was 

assumed equal to 0.025(fc/10)0.7 as proposed in [63]. It has been supposed that spandrel wall, piers, abutments and 

archs are made of the same masonry material. The Hauching and backfill have been modelled with a Mohr-

Coulomb material considering an friction angle and cohesion equal respectively equal to 20° and 0.05 MPa. 

 

Characteristics M1 M2 M3 

Specific weight γ [kN/m3] 18.0 22.0 21.0 

Young modulus E [MPa] 6717 16199 8146 

Compressive 

strength 
fc [MPa] 4.12 4.20 3.87 

Table 2 Mechanical characteristics of the masonry 

 

Figure 5 Masonry constitutive law 



The commercial software used in this analysis was able to evaluate the crack state at each calculation step. Figure 

6 shows the different types of damage possible in relation to the diagram adopted to characterize the tensile 

behaviour of the masonry. 

 

Figure 6 Masonry tensile behaviour: Damage states (1 partially open crack during loading, 2 partially open crack during unloading, 3 

fully open crack) 

In the study presented in this document, the load reduction applied globally to the structure in the modelling phase 

is not considered as a pushover analysis. However, the load decrements may occur to individual finite element due 

to the redistribution of stress caused by the step by step load increment applied to the structure.   

As mentioned above, numerical models were used for the modal and pushover analysis of the bridge. With 

reference to the latter, the thrust profiles proportional to the principal mode in the analysed direction as well as the 

thrust profiles proportional to the mass of the structure were considered.  

The constitutive law model used was able to describe globally the masonry failure phenomena such as crushing 

and cracking, but was not able to analyse the failure by shear sliding. For each load step of the capacity curve, 

obtained from the pushover analysis, a shear-sliding verification of the significant sections of the arch and the 

piers was performed in order to evaluate if the resistant shear (VRd) was greater than the acting shear (VEd): 

VRd = 𝐴𝑐∙(c+ f∙𝜎𝑛) ≥ VEd          (1) 

Where: 

Ac is the area of the section in compression; 

c is the shear resistance of the masonry in the absence of the normal stress ; 

f is the masonry friction coefficient  

σn is the average compressive stress in the zone of the section (Ac) in compression  

 

In particular, in the pushover curve, only the load values are considered such that the verification given by Eq. 1 

is satisfied. 

 

 

 

 



4. Influence of the construction properties on the modal and pushover analysis 

4.1. Influence of the haunching, fill, and spandrel walls as resisting elements on the modal and 

pushover analysis 

 

The results of a preliminary parametric study aiming to analyse how much the "secondary" structural elements of 

the bridge influence the seismic behaviour of the structure in terms of stiffness, horizontal capacity and modal 

parameters are reported below. 

To this end, 4 models were compared: 

- Model 1: the piers, arches and shoulders are structural elements, while the haunching, fill, spandrel walls and 

ballast are gravitational forces and masses; (Figure 7a). 

- Model 2: the piers, the arches, and the shoulders, and the haunching are structural elements while the fill, spandrel 

walls and ballast are gravitational forces and masses; (Figure 7b). 

- Model 3: the piers, the arches, and the shoulders, the haunching and the fill are structural elements while spandrel 

walls and ballast are gravitational forces and masses; (Figure 7c). 

- Model 4: all elements (except the ballast) are considered as structural elements. (Figure 7d). 

  

a)  b)  

 
 

c)  d)  

Figure 7 Numerical models investigated. a) Model 1; b) Model 2; c) Model 3; d) Model 4 

 

Initially, a modal analysis was carried out to find out the main vibration mode and the relative modal shapes that 

excite the bridge masse (M) in the main horizontal directions (X and Y). In particular, from modal analyses, it 



emerges that for the four models analysed, the modal shapes (Figure 8) of the fundamental modes in the horizontal 

directions X and Y are comparable. However, the values of the vibration period (T) and the percentage of excited 

mass (Mp/M) of the two principal horizontal change according to the different modelling approch, as shown in 

Table 3. The excited mass Mp,j for the j-th mode is equal to: 

M𝑝,𝑗 = Γ𝑗 ∑ 𝑚𝑖 ∙ Φ𝑖,𝑗           (2) 

Where: 

Γ𝑗 =
∑ 𝑚𝑖 ∙Φ𝑖,𝑗

∑ 𝑚𝑖 ∙Φ𝑖,𝑗
2   is the participation factor; 

mi is the mass of the i-th degree of freedom; 

Φi,j is the i-th component of the j-th vibration mode. 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 

 1th Mode  

dir. X 

1th Mode 

dir. Y 

1th Mode  

dir. X 

1th Mode 

dir. Y 

1th Mode  

dir. X 

1th Mode 

dir. Y 

1th Mode  

dir. X 

1th Mode 

dir. Y 

T [s] 0.797 0.756 0.559 0.739 0.396 0.753 0.308 0.724 

Mp/M [%] 42.33 34.10 50.96 36.32 61.93 37.69 72.33 42.36 

Table 3 Modal parameters obtained from the four models analysed. 

As can be seen from Table 3, for both directions (X and Y) analysed, but especially for the longitudinal direction 

(X), the various modelling strategies considered led to big differences in the definition of the vibration period (T) 

and the percentage of excited mass (Mp/M). In particular, the underestimation of the vibration period of the mode 

in the longitudinal direction (X) in models 1, and 2 led to a considerable underestimation (compared to the accurate 

model 4) of the value of the fundamental vibration period that excites the bridge masses in the longitudinal 

direction (X). This underestimation may cause an incorrect assessment of the seismic action when the non-linear  

static analysis of the bridge is performed. 

In particular, the two frequencies of the principals horizontal modes obtained from the Model 1 are switched 

respect these obtained from the others three model (Model 2, Model 3 and Model 4). This result has been obtained 

because the Model 1 better estimate the longitudinal horizontal stiffness of the bridge. 



 

      a) 

 

 

      b) 

Figure 8 a) first vibration mode in Y) b) first vibration mode in X. 

 

Then, the pushover analyses were carried out for the four models under assessment considering a distribution of 

proportional horizontal incremental forces in the bridge masses in order to obtain the capacity curves of the bridge 

in the longitudinal (X) and transverse (Y) directions. The capacity curves (Total base shear - control displacement 

node) of the multi degrees of freedom system (MDOF) were transformed into capacity curves of a single degree 

of freedom system (SDOF) and then bilinearised in reference to N2 method [49,50]. The control point considered 

in the pushover analyses is the centre of the crown section of the central arch. 



 Table 4 and Table 5 show the points of the bilinearised capacity curves for pushover analyses in X and Y direction 

respectively. In particular, in these tables the symbol di defines one of the two significant values of the 

displacement in the capacity curve (i=y yield displacement, i=u ultimate displacement) referred to the two 

pushover analyses in X direction (Table 4) and in Y direction (Table 5). Similarly, with Fi (i=y, u) the reference is 

made to the yield strength or the ultimate strength for the pushover analysis in the X direction (Table 4) and in the 

Y direction (Table 5). 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 di (m) Fi (kN) di (m) Fi (kN) di (m) Fi (kN) di (m) Fi (kN) 

 i = y 0.023 8094.8 0.015 10677.71 0.01 12621.42 0.006 13978.3 

i = u 0.049 8094.8 0.026 10677.71 0.023 12621.42 0.049 13978.3 
Table 4 Parameters obtained from pushover analysis in X direction. 

 

 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
 di (m) Fi (kN) di (m) Fi (kN) di (m) Fi (kN) di (m) Fi (kN) 

i = y 0.018 7350.8 0.021 8430.255 0.021 8591.059 0.021 9058.037 

i = u 0.032 7350.8 0.045 8430.255 0.042 8591.059 0.040 9058.037 
Table 5 Parameters obtained from pushover analysis in Y direction. 

 

  

a)  b)  

Figure 9 Pushover analysis. a) X - direction, b) Y - direction 

 

Analysing the bilinear curves of the equivalent SDOF system obtained from the pushover analysis in the X 

direction (Figure 9a), it can be observed how the stiffness and the ultimate displacement vary drastically as the 

accuracy of the model under consideration changes, while for the pushover analysis in the Y direction (Figure 9b) 

this difference is much less evident. 

 

X Direction   Y Direction 

Model 1 2 3 4   Model 1 2 3 4 



μ 2.216 2.132 1.970 1.834   μ 2.277 2.129 1.994 1.884 

Fy/W 0.091 0.120 0.143 0.158   Fy/W 0.083 0.095 0.097 0.102 

M*/M 0.710 0.724 0.728 0.767   M*/M 0.598 0.600 0.632 0.648 

K*/K*0 1 2.005 3.724 6.328   K*/K*0 1 0.992 1.003 1.065 

Table 6 Equivalent SDOF parameters. 

 

Table 6 also shows the ductility (µ), the normalized stiffness (K*/ K0
*) of the equivalent SDOF system to that 

obtained by model 1 (K0
*), the yield strength (Fy/W) normalized to the weight of the bridge (W) and the mass of 

the equivalent SDOF system (M*/M) normalized to the total mass (M): 

 

𝑀∗ = Γ𝑗 ∑ 𝑚𝑖 ∙ Φ𝑖,𝑗           (3) 

 

By reworking these parameters, the graphs in Figure 10 have been generated, where it can be seen that, for both 

directions analysed in pushover analysis, models 1, 2 and 3 produce an excessive evaluation of the bridge ductility 

(Figure 10a) and therefore an overestimation of the real dissipative capacity of the structure. In addition, for the 

analysis of the longitudinal pushover, neglecting the resisting contribution of the spandrel walls, abutment and fill 

generally lead to underestimation of the stiffness about 6 times (see Figure 10b). The less refined models (Model 

1, Model 2 and Model 3) cautiously define a lower seismic capacity of the bridge, in the longitudinal and transverse 

direction, than Model 4 (Figure 10c). 

 

  

a) b) 



  

c) d) 

Figure 10 a) ductility; b) stiffness ratio; c) dimensionless yield strength; d) dimensionless mass participation. 

 

      

4.2. Influence of the haunching and pier properties on the modal and pushover analysis 

 

At this point, the results obtained from a parametric (modal and pushover) analysis are reported and analysed in 

order to understand the influence of the characteristics of the haunching, the piers cross-section and the type of 

masonry used to build the masonry bridge under study. The following two geometrical parameters were considered 

in the parametric analysis: 

Normalized height of the haunching (hr/htot): As illustrated in the previous section, the presence of the haunching 

has an effect on the seismic response of the masonry bridge analysed. The influence of the fill height on the overall 

seismic response of the bridge will be analysed. In particular, three values of hr/Htot will be considered as shown 

in Table 1. Specifically, the first value of hr/Htot is the actual value of the analysed bridge, the third value refers to 

a haunching that reaches the extrados in the keystone section of the arch and the second value is an intermediate 

value between the first and the third. 

Normalized external thickness of the pier (D*/D): sometimes, the cross-section of the masonry bridge piers is 

characterised by an outer layer of masonry with good mechanical characteristics and an inner core made of fill 

material with worse mechanical characteristics. In the parametric analysis four values of the parameter D*/D (Table 

1) were considered to analyse the effects of the hollow cross-section of the piers in the seismic response and the 

definition of the bridge collapse mode under ultimate conditions. 

The parametric analysis has been developed considering the three types of masonry shown in Table 2. In particular, 

Figures 11, 12, 13 show the synthetic results obtained from pushover analysis in the X direction considering the 

M1, M2 and M3 masonry types. Similarly, Figures 14, 15, 16 show the summary results of pushover analysis in 

the Y direction considering the type of masonry M1, M2 and M3. 

 



  

a) b) 

  

c) d) 

Figure 11 Masonry typology M1. a) Ductility; b) stiffness ratio, c) Normalized yielding force; d) Normalized mass participation. (X 

direction) 

 

  

a) b) 



  

c) d) 

Figure 12 Masonry Typology M2. a) ductility; b) stiffness ratio, c) Normalized yielding force; d) Normalized mass participation. (X 

direction) 

 

  

a) b) 

  

c) d) 

Figure 13 Masonry Typology M3. a) ductility; b) stiffness ratio, c) Normalized yielding force; d) Normalized mass participation. (X 

direction) 

 



  

a) b) 

  

c) d) 

Figure 14 Masonry typology M1. a) ductility; b) stiffness ratio, c) Normalized yielding force; d) Normalized mass participation. (Y 

direction) 

 

  

a) b) 



  

c) d) 

Figure 15 Masonry Typology M2. a) ductility; b) stiffness ratio, c) Normalized yielding force; d) Normalized mass participation. 

 

  

a) b) 

  

c) d) 

Figure 16 Masonry Typology M3. a) ductility; b) stiffness ratio, c) Normalized yielding force; d) Normalized mass participation. 

 

The first analysis of the graphs in Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 shows that the hr/Htot parameter and the different 

types of masonry have a little influence on the seismic response of the bridge analysed with respect to the D*/D 

parameter. 



From Figures 11a, 12a, 13a, 14a, 15a and 16a it can be seen that for the pushover analysis in both the longitudinal 

and transversal directions, the ductility decreases as the D*/D ratio decreases because, as will be explained later, 

the piers with a small outer layer tend to develop a fragile mechanism in the seismic conditions. Similarly, the 

normalized stiffness K*/K*
0 and capacity fy/W also decrease as the area of the loose material in the cross-section 

of the pier increases. However, it should be noted that the fy/W seismic capacity is reduced when the thickness of 

the outer pier layer is modest (D*/D<0.236) compared to the total pier thickness (see Figures 11c, 12c, 13c, 14c, 

15c and 16c). Finally, it can be observed (see Figures 11d, 12d, 13d, 14d, 15d and 16d) that the mass of the 

equivalent SDOF system is slightly affected by the D*/D parameter. 

 

 

5. Discussion of the results 

 

In the previous sections, it has been found that the haunching, the fill, the spandrel walls and the cross-section of 

the pier have an influence on the overall seismic response of the bridge. This section analyses the contribution of 

these parameters in defining the global mechanisms of bridge collapse in the ultimate seismic conditions. 

 

Figure 17 Model 1, pushover analysis in X, crack contour in the longitudinal section of the bridge. 

 

By analysing the longitudinal behaviour of the bridge, it can be observed that multi-arch masonry structures 

(Figure 17) typically develop collapse mechanisms characterized by the formation of hinges at the base of the piers 

and two hinges located in the arches (Figure 17). In masonry arch bridges, the presence of haunching, fill and 

spandrel walls contrasts with the formation of hinges in the arch, as can be seen from the cracked contour zones 

obtained from model 4 and shown in Figure 18. For these reasons, the haunching, fill and spandrel walls contribute 

to the seismic capacity of the bridge. Moreover, the collapse mechanism of the masonry bridge (Figure 18), 

considering all the resisting elements of the bridge, is less ductile than that shown in Figure 17. 



 

Figure 18 Model 4, pushover analysis in X, crack contour in the longitudinal section of the bridge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 19 Model with D*/D=0.118, pushover analysis in X, crack contour in the longitudinal section of the bridge. 

 

An interesting aspect to underline is the different mode of failure between the full piers (Figure 18) and the hollow 

piers with a modest external thickness compared to the whole section (Figure 19). In fact, the presence of an 

internal core made of poor mechanical properties material causes (in ultimate conditions) the decoupling between 

the external and internal part of the pier (Figure 19). In addition, the stress states of compression concentrated in 

the external area of the pier are created with possible development of localised buckling phenomena. 

 



   

Figure 20 a) Model with D*/D=1, pushover analysis in Y, crack contour in the longitudinal section of the bridge. b) collapse 

mechanism of the pier 

 

The analyses have shown that hollow piers also influence the mode of collapse considered to be a seismic action 

across the bridge. In particular, if the section of the pier is full, because the pier is slender, a failure to the combined 

bending at the base section develops under ultimate conditions (Figure 20). 

 

 

Figure 21 Model with D*/D=0.118, pushover analysis in Y, crack contour in the longitudinal section of the bridge. b) Collapse 

mechanism of the pier 

 

 



    

Figure 22 Claro River Bridge: diagonal cracks in a bridge pier [59]. 

 

On the other hand, if the pier is hollow (Figure 21), the collapse mechanism of the pier is different. In particular, 

near the base section, the pier will be subjected to cracking in the area where normal tensile stresses develop; in 

addition, diagonal cracks have been observed in the outer walls of the pier (Figure 21a). Then, there has been a 

diagonal shear failure of the outer walls of the piers which are being subjected to in-plane seismic action (Figure 

21b). The same damage and crack initiation and propagation were observed in the pier of the Claro River Bridges 

(Figure 22) after the earthquake. 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

This work highlights some important aspects of the seismic behaviour of multi-span slender masonry arch bridges. 

These kind of bridges are classified as the most vulnerable category of masonry bridge to seismic action compared 

to other types of masonry bridges. Therefore, in regions of high seismic hazards, they need to be monitored and 

their vulnerability to seismic action assessed. As this study has shown, it is of fundamental importance to take into 

account in the seismic verification of masonry bridges: 

- The actual strength and rigidity of the haunching, fill and spandrel walls. In fact, considering these 

elements as weights on the structure can lead to an overestimation of the ductility and fundamental periods 

of the structure and an underestimation of the rigidity and capacity of the structure. A poor definition of 

these parameters, which come into play in seismic verification by non-linear static analysis, may produce 

an incorrect estimate of the actual vulnerability of the bridge. In addition, considering in seismic analysis 

the haunching, fill and tympanums exclusively as weights could (in some cases) also lead to 

underestimation of the actual vulnerability of the structure. 



 

- The actual cross-section configuration of the piers, perhaps through the use of on-site tests that define in 

detail their thicknesses and constituent materials. In fact, piers with a modest external thickness of good 

characteristics and an internal core made of filling material are more vulnerable to transverse and 

longitudinal seismic action than piers with a solid section made of good masonry. In particular, for hollow 

piers, the collapse mechanisms of the element that develop due to less seismic action change compared to 

those that activate the combined bending failure that develops in the case of piers with solid section. In 

particular, if we analyse the longitudinal behaviour of the bridge, the collapse of the pier occurs by centred 

compression of the external area of the section, while in the case of transversal seismic action a diagonal 

shear failure of the side walls of the piers develops. This situation brings different results in terms of the 

resistance and ductility of the hollow pier with respect to the solid section pier. 
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